Computer-generated three-dimensional animation holds great promise for synthesizing utterances in American Sign Language (ASL) that are not only grammatical, but welltolerated by members of the Deaf community. Unfortunately, animation poses several challenges stemming from the necessity of grappling with massive amounts of data. However, the linguistics of ASL can aid in surmounting the challenge by providing structure and rules for organizing animation data. An exploration of the linguistic and extra linguistic behavior of the brows from an animator's viewpoint yields a new approach for synthesizing nonmanuals that differs from the conventional animation of anatomy and instead offers a different approach for animating the effects of interacting levels of linguistic function. Results of formal testing with Deaf users have indicated that this is a promising approach.
Background
A system to synthesize animations of American Sign Language (ASL) as threedimensional (3D) animation would benefit efforts in automatic translation and interpreter education. For automatic translation, it could serve as the target for conversion of spoken or written English into ASL. At present, no such target exists, which precludes the development of an automated translator. An animation system capable of producing ASL would help overcome this. Although the prospect of a general translator from English to ASL is dim for the foreseeable future, systems for short interactions, where the conversation is highly predictable, are a current possibility (Cox 2002) (Furst 2002) .
A sign synthesis system would also benefit interpreting students. For hearing students of sign language, recognition skills lag far behind production skills (Poor 1986) . A system that allows students to view and identify signs and signed sentences would provide additional practice opportunities for those wishing to improve their recognition skills (Davidson 2005) .
The top-level priority of a sign synthesis system is that it produce animations that are not only grammatical and understandable, but are natural and would be acceptable as examples of good signing. This design goal is critical for two reasons. Imperfections in the production of an utterance distracts from the message carried by the signing. If a viewer has the reaction, "Oh, that's strange -no one would ever sign like that," the awkwardness is diverting the viewer's attention away from the message content. Poor visual quality adds stress to the viewer, and the viewer becomes fatigued and frustrated more rapidly (Ciaramello 2007 ). The situation is analogous to that of a hearing person who encounters a poor speech synthesis system, which can happen in automated phone answering systems.
Synthesizing natural, grammatical signed utterances would also help sign language learners. The animations need to mimic signing produced by actual people as closely as possible so that the students who view them are strengthening their recognition skills. Further, students would be using them for study purposes, the animations must be exemplars of good signing.
Animation basics
Animation is a series of images, called "frames", shown in quick succession. When the rate of succession approaches a speed of 24 frames per second, viewers perceive the images as motion (Ehrenstein 2003) .
Three-dimensional animation of ASL requires the creation of a 3D model, the development of data for posing the model, and a method for automating the transitions between poses (Foley 1990 (Foley :1049 ). An artist begins this process by digitally sculpting a human form (Maestri 1996:11) . At this point in the process, the form is rigid, as if it were made from stone. The next step is to build an articulated rig, which is a digital skeleton of jointed bones that can rotate to mimic the motion of human bones (Zeltzer 1982) . The skeleton fits inside the sculpted form. The sculpture is replaced with a flexible rubber sheet that conforms to the surface of the sculpture (Barr 1984) . The artist attaches the rubber sheet to skeleton via strategically-placed digital "muscles" (Magnenat-Thalmann 1988) . With this step, the 3D model is complete.
Posing the model requires numeric data to specify the rotations of each joint (Catmull 1972) . This data can be stored using a conventional database application. In addition to the joint rotation data, animation requires that the artist to specify the time at which the model strikes each pose. Figure 1 shows selected poses from an animation of the phrase, "Show me your ID and ticket". Lastly, an interpolation system provides an automated means for creating transitions between the poses (Burtnyk 1976) . Figure 2 shows a series of interpolated frames that occur between the highlighted poses in Figure 1 . The intermediate frames were computed automatically by means of an interpolation system. 
Advantages of Animation
At first glance, it might seem that recording a signer with a video camera would be a reasonable approach, but video lacks the flexibility of 3D animation. Language is productive, capable of creating novel utterances, and with video, one is limited to the signs and sentences previously recorded. In contrast, an animation system has the capability for creating new utterances.
Depending on how a sign is used in a sentence, it can change form (Stokoe 1965:282 ). An animation system can accommodate these changes in ways that current video editing techniques cannot. The production of a sign may change, depending on the preceding and succeeding signs (Liddell 1984) . Edited video can display a sequence of signs, but the transitions between signs will not be satisfactory because the motion between signs will contain abrupt changes that are not natural. On the other hand, an animation system can take into account the previous and subsequent signs and produce a smoothly flowing animation.
Even with state of the art techniques for video editing such as (Chang 2005) , the point of view is limited to the original positioning of the camera. In contrast, animation allows positioning of the camera in any location -on the left or right side of the signer, or even from above. These vantage points can be useful for sign language learners (Davidson 2006) . Animation also has the potential for being an addition tool for sign language study. In a testing situation, a researcher can validate an animation approach by presenting animations portraying a linguistic function to members of the Deaf community for feedback. If the animations are acceptable, then the underlying data representation and algorithms are deemed capable of producing depictions of the linguistic function (Sedgwick 2001).
Challenges of Animation
Accompanying the advantages of animation are several challenges. It is time consuming to set up the poses from which the animations are created. Further, each pose requires positioning between 50 and 100 joints, depending on the detail of the model. Each sign requires multiple poses, and each sentence consists of multiple signs.
Working with this large quantity of data is a continual challenge. When awash in a sea of data, it is difficult to manage and manipulate the thousands of numbers. It is not simply a matter of acquiring computational power to work with the data; it is a question of understanding what the data mean and how to make decisions on how to change it to create new sentences in sign language.
Motion capture is a newer technology often used as an alternative to the timeconsuming task of hand animation (Lee 2002) (Moeslund 2006) . Motion capture records the movement of humans in real-time for later use in 3D animations. Motion capture technologies are either active or passive (Moeslund 2001) . In active motion capture, an actor wears a specialized body suit and/or body gloves equipped with internal sensors, which connect to a data cable plugged into a computer. In a passive system, a set of cameras focus on the actor who is typically wearing small, highly visible markers. Specialized software processes the video from the camera to determine the 3D position of each marker. Figure 3 shows two examples of active sensing technology --wired data gloves (Astrauskas 2008) , and a body suit (Kirk 2005) . Although the technology can record motion as a person creates it, motion capture has several challenges that need to be surmounted before it becomes feasible for animating sign language. Both accuracy (Miller 2006) and missing data (Aristidou 2008) continue to be a problem. In addition, motion capture generates massive amounts of data. Our current animation approach uses less than 5 keys per joint per second. This compares favorably to typical capture rates of 200 data points per marker per second (Goldman 2000) (Motion Analysis 2009). Due to these attributes, motion capture data requires a large time investment simply to "clean up" the data before it can be used.
The vastness of the data produced by motion capture make it even more difficult to edit than animation. As Kovar, Gleicher & Pighin (2002) observe:
Motion capture data has proven to be difficult to modify, and editing techniques are reliable only for small changes to a motion. This limits the utility of motion capture. If the data on hand isn't sufficiently similar to what is desired, then often there is little that can be done other than acquire more data, a time-consuming and expensive process. This in particular is a problem for applications that require motion to be synthesized dynamically.
Although there is ongoing research in using mocap data to support naturalistic motion synthesis (Lau 2009 ), motion capture still shares some of the same inflexibility as video recording. In an empirical study that compared the efficacy of motion capture and hand animation for portraying fingerspelling, viewers preferred the fingerspelling produced through hand animation (Sanders 2005) . They found it easier to read and more realistic in appearance.
The appeal of motion capture's promise of real-time recording is not to be underestimated and may, in the future, be a viable option. However, the current technology has limited effectiveness as an alternative for driving sign language synthesis.
Linguistics as animation structure
Any system built to synthesize sign language must incorporate more than the conventional considerations required for animation because it must be able to manage and modify massive amounts of data. Linguistics can aid in making sense of the data by providing a framework to organize, codify and index it.
Phonemic information is a powerful resource. There is an intuitive mapping between the phonemes of sign language, and the posing and timing of a digital model. For example, the phonemic element of handshape (Wolfe 1999 , McDonald 2000 can provide a means of posing a large number of hand joints in a concise and economic manner. Palm orientation, point of articulation and point of contact are sufficient to calculate the angles to pose a model's arms (McDonald 2002) without the need of an iterative IK solution.
In addition to providing data organization, linguistics provides insights into how to modify the data. Processes that occur in agreement verbs (Toro 2004 ) and classifier predicates (Huenerfauth 2006) affect the movement of a model's hands and can change the palm orientation. Syntax also affects timing (Huenerfauth 2009 ). For many simple declarative sentences, considering the phonemic elements of handshape, position, orientation and movement are sufficient to create recognizable and convincing animations. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a synthesis system that uses linguistics to create the animations, and Figure 5 is a link to an animation created with this approach. This technique works well for statements and for interrogatives that require no nonmanuals other than the wh-or yes/no marker, and is similar in approach to linguistically driven animation systems for BSL (Kennaway 2007 , Elliot 2008 , LSF (Rezzoug 2006) and GSL (Fotinea 2008) . However, in this form, it does not have the extensibility to handle co-occurrences of nonmanual signals. We wanted to create a more extensible system, and used the eyebrows as a case study toward this goal.
A Case Study: Brows
Animators are familiar with the seminal work of Ekman & Friesen (1978) , which codifies muscle movements of the face. Systems of codified muscle movements form the basis of many commercial products as well as an open standard (Pandzic 2002) to specify facial animation. These help animators in depicting affect and mouth poses. In fact, early research by Baker-Shenk (1983) made use of Ekman's Facial Action Coding System (FACS) to characterize brow position for wh-and yes/no questions. However, Weast (2008) notes that Ekman's system lacks the precision to characterize subtleties of brow behavior in ASL utterances. Understanding this behavior is crucial to the successful synthetic production of ASL involving the brows. The following is a review of linguistic literature from the perspective of an animator wishing to synthesize appropriate brow usage.
Early Linguistic Findings
In early efforts, researchers established that grammatical nonmanual signals differed from displays of affect (Baker & Padden 1978 , Liddell 1978 ). Baker-Shenk showed that neutral brows occur with declarative sentences, lowered brows with wh-questions and raised brows with yes/no questions. Coulter (1979) first investigated each feature of facial anatomy and explored their individual linguistic function rather than considering the face as a whole.
Investigation of the linguistic function of the brows ensued. Several researchers (Liddell 1986 , Reilly, McIntire & Bellugi 1990 established that brows can contribute to the formation of a conditional. As part of the nonmanual markers used to distinguish a conditional, a signer maintains raised brows throughout the production of the constituent and marks its completion with an abrupt drop to neutral. Aarons (1994) and Boster (1996) observed that raised eyebrows can occur with sentence-initial topics, and analyzed the spread of wh-related nonmanual markers in their presence, as seen in (1).
'How many books do you want?'
A Starting Point for Animation
For an animator, these results give an excellent characterization of the scope of nonneutral brow position as a syntactic indicator. From these findings, we can make an initial planning document or "dope sheet" for animation. Figure 7 shows a timeline with the manual glosses on the bottom track. A track in a dope sheet is analogous to a tier in the Elan annotation software (Crasborn et al 2006) . The top track shows the brow position. Although this is a planning diagram for an animation, there are similarities with the symbols used to transcribe syntactic processes in ASL. This animation notation shows scope and co-occurrence of brow positions, but does not include any information about intensity. Either the brow is completely raised, completely lowered or in a neutral position. Further, there is no information about the transitions among the three choices of brow position.
The role of brow motion in language
Subsequent studies examined the intensity of nonneutral brows. Bahan (1996) and Neidle et al. (2000) noted that the intensity of brow lowering decreases as a function of distance from the +wh feature. Contemporaneously, several researchers (Reilly, McIntire & Bellugi 1990 , Wilbur 1991 , Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006 :253) observed a prosodic role for brows that has parallels to intonation in spoken languages. These studies also noted and explored changes of intensity over time. Wilbur (2000 Wilbur ( , 2003 united the observations on roles of nonmanual signals in syntactic and prosodic processes in a theory of nonmanual layering in which multiple language functions can co-occur within the nonmanual channels. In this theory, three key design features help nonmanuals function separately.
Two of the features specifically address timing and coordination of nonmanual channels. The first distinguishes paralinguistic or affective facial expression from linguistic facial expressions. The appearance of a linguistic marker begins abruptly and concurrently with a given sign, while the appearance of an affective facial marker can begin gradually and may precede the sign. The second design feature is the abrupt and precise start and end timings of a nonmanual marker in coordination with a particular sign or constituent phrase. These findings give animators valuable help in disambiguating the lowered brows of a negative affect from the lowered brows asking a wh-question. The third design feature of Wilbur's theory considers the spread of potential nonmanual channels throughout the face, head and upper body. This permits independent channels to function separately.
Refining the animation model
Other resources that provide useful insights for an animator include previously-annotated utterances using SignStream (Neidle 2001) Grossman & Kegl examined brow usage as part of their research on nonmanual productions. The productions included wh-and yes/no-questions, declarative emotional statements, and non-emotional, non-grammatical expressions. They found that in general, both surprise statements and yes/no questions had raised eyebrows while angry statements and wh-questions had lowered eyebrows.
The information captured by Grossman and Kegl includes a rich set of timing information, which is useful for refining the dope sheet first sketched in Figure 7 . Figure  9 shows a proposed refinement, based on Grossman and Kegl's findings. Weast (2008) extended the work of Grossman and Kegl by adding greater precision to the brow measurements by treating brow position as a numeric quantity and calibrating the measurements to assure consistent annotations across utterances. From this preciselymeasured data, Weast was able to demonstrate that the brows can be used to express affect and linguistic processes simultaneously, which supports Wilbur's layering theory. Thus brows can simultaneously depict syntactic and prosodic processes as well as affect.
Recent investigations in co-occurring processes
Weast's findings suggest an alternative approach to traditional animation techniques. Conventional animation focuses on the position and manipulation of digital anatomy and provides controls to position brows as a function of time. However, instead of focusing on brow movement as the primary method of creating an animation, we can focus on the linguistic and affect processes that result in brow movement. For example, we can characterize mathematically the effect of affect on brow position, as well as the effect of syntactic processes, and store these as rules. With this information, we can improve on the representation used in Figure 9 . Figure 10 shows a dope sheet where the anatomical feature (brows) track has been replaced two new tracks -one for affect and one for syntax.
affect neutral syntax topic wh gloss BOOK YOU WANT WH-MANY This shows the linguistic and extra-linguistic processes clearly, something that had been lost in the approach shown in Figure 9 . Now, instead of storing poses for the production of a syntactic marker in the context of each and every possible affect, this approach first looks up rules for the producing the syntactic marker, then looks up the rules for producing the affect, and applies them. Instead of manipulating the geometric data directly, the animator works with the linguistic rules, which are more powerful because they carry within them the information to manipulate a great deal of geometric data. It is far easier to implement the following as linguistic-based rules:
1. When in the presence of neutral affect, brows for the entire sentence raise or lower, with maximums elevating 21% for yes/no questions and lowering 30% for wh-questions. 2. When in the presence of affect, the range of brow positions used to convey yes/no and wh-questions becomes more compressed (Weast 2008 ).
An animation model for co-occurring processes
It would be impossible to work directly with numeric data to implement these, because without the structure and goals of the linguistic-based rules, it is not possible to discern the context and intent of an isolated numeric value.
This approach lends extensibility and flexibility to animation planning as well as streamlining the amount of data needed to synthesize the motion. This is an advantageous improvement for automated synthesis, because the rules governing affect and syntax, as well as their interaction, can be automatically applied to create new utterances.
The implementation of the model begins with an artist referring to anatomical data. In a custom application driving a commercially-available animation package, the artist creates a pose for "brows up" and "brows down". This only needs to be done once.
Based on linguistic findings in the literature, the artist creates the motion for a single process by choosing an appropriate pose and setting up an envelope depicting the intensity of the brow movement. For example, for a wh-question marker, the artist would choose the "brows down" pose and then create the envelope.
The shape of the envelope determines the pose's influence on the brow over time. The envelope has values ranging from zero to one, where zero is the neutral position of the brows, one is the "brows down" position, and 0.5 would be a setting half way between the two. Again, this only needs to be done once.
Envelopes are not constrained as to length. Figure 11 shows the envelopes and associated poses for the wh-and yes/no question markers as well as envelopes for happy and angry affect.
yes/no question marker happy affect wh-question marker angry affect The algorithm that creates the co-occurring brow behavior is implemented in script. Figure 12 gives an informal outline of the algorithm. 
The role of artist
While the rules provided by linguistics are an essential piece of the solution, animations produced by this method are not quite satisfactory, and the way in which they are not satisfactory has an interesting link to the third design feature of Wilbur's layering theory.
Paradoxically, for a person to easily perceive the brow position on a face requires more information than just the brow position itself. For example, in Figure 13 the brows on the digital model are raised close to their maximal position, yet most viewers perceive this face as having brows that are neutral or close to neutral. An animator could to use this model to replicate the brow motion as described by Kegl & Grossman and Weast, but the resulting motion will not be perceived by viewers as matching the original video as annotated in a linguistic analysis. Intensely raised brows are perceived as neutral or slightly raised, and intensely lowered brows are perceived as only slightly lowered. However, animators can help. Animators are skilled in making visual abstractions to aid a viewer's ability to perceive a visual message. In this case, the additional information required is facial wrinkles. When most adults raise their brows, a set of horizontal wrinkles appear on their foreheads, and when they lower their brows sufficiently, a set of vertical wrinkles appear between the brows as demonstrated in Figure 14 . In fact, the presence of these wrinkles are such a strong indicator of brow position that it is possible to create the impression of a brow raise simply by adding horizontal wrinkles without making any adjustments to the brow position itself. Compare the three images in Figure 15 . In each case, the eyebrows are in the exact same position -the only thing that has changed is the presence of facial wrinkles. However the image on the left, when viewed independently of the other two, is perceived as having lowered brows while the image on the right is perceived as having raised brows. Most likely these sets of wrinkles do not qualify as a fully independent nonmanual channel as described in the third design feature of Wilbur's layering theory, but these wrinkles, which are spatially separated from the brows, are at least capable of reinforcing the signal being produced by the brows.
The resulting animations are a synergy of linguistics and computer animation. The linguistics dictates timing and position of the brows, while animation adds visual reinforcement to make the brow position and timing more apparent. Error! Reference source not found. is a link to an animation of (1), and Error! Reference source not found. is a link to an animation of the same utterance, but produced with negative affect. User tests have indicated that this is a promising approach. In a formal study (Schnepp 2009) , twenty members of the Chicago Deaf community viewed animations created with this technique. After viewing the animation, users were able to correctly repeat the sentence or phrase including syntax markers in 100% of the cases. Users correctly identified the intended emotional state in 95% of the cases. In terms of preference, all animations were rated "Very Clear" or "Clear" more than 70% of the time.
Using linguistics as a basis for creating animation has several advantages. Linguistics affords a framework to organize massive amounts of geometric data. Linguistic rules are compact, which makes them more tractable for automated application in computer software. Lastly, linguistic rules are flexible, which facilitates the production of novel utterances.
The current system described in this paper can create sentences having simple syntactic structures and offers the option of adding affect. The next step is to extend the system to include exploration of three areas: incorporating additional nonmanual channels, investigating additional syntactic processes and incorporating morphological markers.
